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Activities « A la Carte » in Mississippi
Options in Cleveland :
Grammy Museum :
They say perhaps no other area of the country has had more Grammy award winners
than the Mississippi Delta and this was the catalyst for the Recording Academy
(GRAMMY) to establish the only other Grammy museum outside of Los Angeles. With
more than two dozen exhibits throughout the museum from Classical to Rock N Roll,
Blues to Latin, you will certainly find your genre of music here among others. You are
certain to be impressed by the state-of-the art exhibits and interactive displays here!

Airport Grocery Restaurant :
Airport Grocery is a local favorite casual restaurant. Whether you are dining in for lunch
or dinner, the food will not disappoint! Lunch and dinner include local favorites of fried
fish or BBQ, but for healthy conscious individuals, a choice of grilled chicken salad or
grilled shrimp salad with a local flare is also available.

Important Notes: Reservations are strongly suggested a minimum of 30 days prior to guarantee availability!
Transportation is not included to any activity (tour, restaurant, etc.) unless otherwise noted. All tours and/or restaurants will operate rain
or shine and are based on availability and must be made directly with Rey Royal®.
Times can be modified, and unforeseen cancellations may occur that are unfortunately beyond the control of Rey Royal ®!
The client must arrive 10-15 minutes in advance. All tours begin on-time and the guide will NOT wait after start times indicated.
Reservation at restaurants will be cancelled WITHOUT refund if the client arrives after their scheduled reservation. There are NO refunds
for any activity, regardless of reason, where the clients do not show up or where they arrive late!
Reproduction of this document, partially or in total, is strictly forbidden without the permission of Rey Royal ®
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Reservations : #1-504-269-1818
Tel. (24 Hours) : #1-504-329-9397
Fax. : 1-504-269-1997
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E-mail : info@reyroyal.com

